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It has pockets!
Build on existing resources
### hex-stickers

All RStudio hex logos as either PNG or SVG.

All stickers are under with CC0.

### Buying stickers

Unfortunately we don't currently have an easy way to sell individual stickers.
blogdown, bookdown, broom, devtools, dplyr, feather, forcats, fs, ggplot2, glue, googlesheets, haven, hms, janeaustenr, knitr, lobstr, lubridate, magrittr, packrat, parsnip, plumber, readr, readxl, reprex, rladies, rlang, rmarkdown, roxygen2, rstudio, scales, shiny, skimr, stringr, testthat, tibble, tidyverse, usethis, visdat, withr, xaringan, and yardstick
Use your skills
woven vs knit
woven vs knit

You can sew this on a regular sewing machine
What most button-down shirts are made of
Not as comfortable

- Stretchy!
- Comfy!
- What t-shirts are made of!
- Needs special tools/skill to sew...
woven vs knit

sewing machine

serger/overlock machine
"Once you have the data in the right format, the visualization is trivial"
- (paraphrasing) Hadley Wickham
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Seams

rstudio::conf shirt (professionally made)

tidy dress (made by me)

That's a knife

serger/overlock machine
Hems

Done with a coverhem/coverstitch machine 😞 ($$)

Done on my regular sewing machine with twin needles 😊

rstudio::conf shirt (professionally made)

tidy dress (made by me)
Document your work
A tidy dress

17 Aug 2019

That's right ya'll, I made myself a R hex logo dress!

I've been thinking about this dress for at least a year, if not longer. But I finally had a summer where I wasn't moving, and I decided to make it happen.

The first step was looking for a good nested hex image. I searched the internet, and came across a way to use magick to nest hexes. I love R and reproducible work, so I played around with this code for a while to see if it would do what I was looking for.
### Hex fabric

So you heard I made a dress covered in R hex logos, and now you want to craft your own creation? You have a couple options!
Hex fabric

So you heard I made a dress covered in R hex logos, and now you want to craft your own creation? You have a couple options!
Spoonflower

Fabric by the Yard
R Hex Fabric (small hexes)
by ameliamn

FABRIC
Petal Signature Cotton

SIZE
Fat Quarter

AMOUNT
1
US$ 10.50
US$ 17.50 / yard

Add to Cart

Buy a Fabric Sample for US$ 5.00
I think it's time to start a thread of all the folks who have made things with my #rstats/#tidyverse @Spoonflower fabric!
Available Products

- Graphic T-Shirt
- Sleeveless Top
- A-Line Dress
- Leggings
- Mini Skirt
- iPad Case/Skin
- iPhone Case
- iPhone Wallet/Case/Skin
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